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ABSTRACT 
 

So far, 11 lakes have been observed and studied within the borders of the "Pellister" National 
Park, of which 4 are permanent, 3 are periodic, 3 are occasional, and one that no longer exists. 
With the territorial expansion of the National Park in the southern part of Baba Mountain, an 
opportunity was created to explore the border area of R.N. Macedonia with R. Greece. Only in 
the area of the atar of the village of Brajchino, several glacial forms were discovered: a cirque, 
glacial a valley, a periodic glacial lake, moraine blocks, missing ponds and other relief forms that 
need to be further explored. This paper presents only a part of them. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
In general, the National Park "Pellister" with its over 37% expansion with the southern part of 

Baba Planina, should add NP "Pelister-Baba Mountain" to its name. 
Another periodic glacial lake named "Gavran" is presented to the public in the area of 

"Pelister - Baba Mountain". This text is an occasion, expert geomorphologists more studiously 
explore the area of Pelister with Baba Mountain, which abounds with diverse and less known 
geomorphological forms. 

If there is interest, the authors of this text are willing to be part of the field research and the 
scientific expedition will help in the discovery of new relief forms that have not been explored so 
far. 
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